
!!!
Performance 5’s Rule!!

Read through the following and start to implement them into your daily and weekly 
routines. These small changes will help you increase your performance, efficiency, focus, 
clarity, motivation and discipline.!
 !
5 x Small Wins Rule!
These are the small wins you’re going to get done before you leave for work each day. 
This will set a pattern of success and build momentum to carry into your day. Get 5 of 
them complete before work, i.e. making your bed, doing the dishes, emptying the 
dishwasher, exercise, eating a healthy breakfast.!!
My small wins achieved before work are:!!
1. ______________________________________________________________________!!
2. ______________________________________________________________________!!
3. ______________________________________________________________________!!
4. ______________________________________________________________________!!
5. ______________________________________________________________________!!!
5 min Break Rule: !
For every 50mins you work, make yourself get up, walk around, grab a drink and have a 5min 
break. You will feel more energised, recharged, focused and ready to dive into your next 50min 
cycle with vigour!!!
How many breaks are you going to have each working day? ______________________________!!
What are you going to do during your 5 min break? _____________________________________!!
______________________________________________________________________________!!
______________________________________________________________________________!!!
5 : 8 : 5 Movement/Hours/Week Formula:!
This is a formula I’ve recently developed and implemented with myself and my clients to 
great effect. !!
It works as follows. The first number, 5, is how many minutes you must move or exercise 
for each hour (2nd number) you work per day. This is then multiplied by 5 (3rd number) 
representing your work week of 5 days. !!



Exercise can include traditional exercise such as running or circuits training, yoga, team 
sports, walking etc. Anything to get you moving, de-stressing and balancing out your 
hormones. This will reenergise and keep you focused, motivated and relaxed.!!
Calculate how many hours of movement you need to complete based on your work week.!!!

5    x   _____   x   _____  =  _____!
             min/hr              hrs per day!         days per week                 Total!!!
50 Hour Sleep Rule:!
This is a rule that states the number of hours of sleep you need on average in a 7 day 
week. This means that you should be aiming for 50 hours of sleep each and every week.  !!
This averages out to 7.14 hours of sleep per night. If you only manage to get 6 hours one 
night, make it up the next.!!
How much sleep do you tend to get each night? If it’s under 6 hours, you’re not sleeping 
enough. The body and mind wants to work for you, but to work optimally and efficiently it 
needs proper time to rest and recover. 8 hours sleep per night is ideal. You will take years 
off your life by not getting enough sleep each night.!!
How many hours do you sleep each night/week? _____!!
How many more hours do you need to make up? _____!!!
5 min Daily Reflection!
This is simply quiet time. I do this at the end of the day to unwind, think about the day and 
how I progressed and plan my activities for tomorrow.!!
Sit down, turn off the television, get off social media and be alone with your own thoughts. 
How did you progress today? What could you have done better? What did you do well?!!
I then finish with writing down the 3 things I must get done tomorrow.!!
The 3 things I must ABSOLUTELY get done tomorrow are:!!
1. ______________________________________________________________________!!
2. ______________________________________________________________________!!
3. ______________________________________________________________________!!!!!!

“Mindset is a choice”


